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Welcome to the first issue of FASHOT.COM’s 
seasonal trend guide and style report,  
In Focus. We hope it will provide you with 
some inspiration and showcase the ways  
in which we can work with your brand.

The FASHOT Agency is Europe’s number-one fashion film, 

photography and content agency. We will be celebrating  

15 years in the business with a new-look website and some 

great events.

Whether it’s producing stunning photographs and videos for 

ecommerce sites and advertising campaigns, or writing creative 

content and devising innovative marketing strategies, the 

FASHOT Agency provides a bespoke service for each client.  

We have more than 300 talented creatives and 19 studios in 

seven countries – including Amsterdam, Dusseldorf and Berlin 

– and a brand new 19,000sq ft studio in central London. Our 

photographers shoot stunning images, our video team put 

fashion in motion and our expert copywriters bring your  

brand to life.

Unmatched resources. Unmatched expertise. Let FASHOT.COM 

help you put your brand in the fashion spotlight.

Lee Friend
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
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TOM MEREDITH
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Tom began his career as a designer on Harper’s Bazaar before becoming art director of Elle. While he was 

there he art directed cover shoots and the magazine’s iPad app and was responsible for the redesign of the 

biannual Elle Collections magazine. In 2012 he became creative director of InStyle, and in 2013 moved to 

Paris to work on French Elle’s twice-yearly Special Mode magazine.

A “Go faster stripes.”

CATHY KASTERINE
FASHION DIRECTOR AND STYLIST
Cathy began her career as a fashion assistant on Vogue. In the early 1990s she left to become freelance, and 

styled catwalk shows for Miu Miu, Anna Molinari, Blumarine, Mary Katantzou, Ghost, Julien Macdonald and 

Pringle. She has also worked on advertising campaigns for Armani, Louis Vuitton, Dior and Gap. She is now 

fashion director at large on Harper’s Bazaar and contributing fashion editor for Vogue Italia.

A “Corinne Day’s grunge girls in the 90s and a young Kate Moss in a hippy dress and Birks with lovely  

long free hair, and a carefree smile.”

THOMAS STUBBS
STYLIST AND WRITER
Thomas trained as a womenswear designer, but moved into men’s styling after graduating. He has worked  

as fashion editor and stylist on Loaded and is a columnist for The Sunday Times Style magazine. He is currently 

fashion editor at large on The Rake magazine and is also a regular contributor to the Daily Telegraph, GQ  

and Glamour.

A “Gucci snaffle loafers showed new flash casual (flashual) way forward.”

NATALIE HARTLEY
FASHION DIRECTOR, GLAMOUR
Natalie started working in PR but after a year moved over to editorial and fashion styling. She worked as a fashion 

assistant on Elle for three years before becoming senior fashion editor at The Sunday Times Style, where she wrote 

a weekly ‘Natalie Hartley Wears’ column. She then moved to InStyle before becoming fashion director of Glamour 

in 2014. She also has her own blog, nataliehartleywears.blogspot.com.

A. “Stonewashed denim dungarees shorts and converse with curly laces.”

ELLA CATLIFF
PRESENTER AND BLOGGER
Ella Catliff launched her blog La Petite Anglaise three years ago, after studying for a BA in fashion history and 

theory at Central Saint Martins. She is a regular at London, Milan, New York and Paris Fashion Weeks, and was 

named one of ‘20 to watch for 2014’ by InStyle. She has featured in the Daily Telegraph, Vogue and Company  

and has collaborated on shoots for Louis Vuitton, Mulberry, Whistles, Harrods, Selfridges, Burberry and Sony. 

A “My lightbulb moment? Seeing a Dolce & Gabbana gown in their Rome flagship store aged 12.”

 

DAVID WATERS
JOURNALIST
David is the author of Grooming Essentials For Men and writes on men’s fashion, relationships and lifestyle for  

the Telegraph. His styling and menswear stories have also appeared in GQ, the Guardian, Men’s Health and  

The Times. He is also a psychotherapist and lectures at The School of Life and runs a private therapy practice  

in central London. 

A “Gold rubber JP Gaultier belt for about 6 years of clubbing in the early 90s. I wore it everywhere.”

ELEANOR DOUGHTY
WRITER
Eleanor writes about fashion, life and everything else for the Daily Telegraph, the Independent, Never 

Underdressed and The Huffington Post. She is rarely without something to say, and believes that if you don’t 

ask, you don’t get. She wears an old, holey Barbour jacket most of the time, and is frequently asked whether 

she should be writing about clothes at all.

A “Jumped on Chanel’s ‘it’s always better to be slightly underdressed’ bandwagon. I usually am, so it suits me.” 

URSULA LAKE
STYLIST AND FASHION DIRECTOR, NEVERUNDERDRESSED.COM 
After cutting her teeth on ES Magazine, and spending seven years on the Sunday Telegraph’s Stella magazine, 

Ursula became fashion director at Never Underdressed. She has worked as a consultant and stylist for luxury 

brands including Harvey Nichols, Harrods and Net-A-Porter and contributed to publications such as GQ, Tatler and 

The Sunday Times Style. In 2010 she launched her own swimwear label, Violet Lake.

A “Growing up, I loved to watch old movies with stars like Grace Kelly, Jane Russell and Marilyn Monroe. Grace Kelly’s 

wardrobe is immaculate in Rear Window and High Society – I think that was when I caught the fashion bug.”

THEA LEWIS-YATES
STYLIST AND ART DIRECTOR
Thea is a former fashion editor of Harrods Magazine. She now works as a freelance stylist and art director for 

clients including Davidoff, Gucci, Marks & Spencer and Avon. She has worked with leading photographers, 

including Jason Hetherington and Nicole Nodland, and has styled and art directed shoots for Tatler Hong Kong, 

Stylist and How To Spend It and advertising campaigns for L’Oréal, Selfridges, Burberry and Sony.

A. “A long black silk skirt from Kensington Market, aged 9. Desperately wanting it to wear with my  

DM boots and lumberjack shirt to channel the 90s’ grunge vibe.”

CLARE LAZARO
STYLIST AND ART DIRECTOR
Clare has been a fashion stylist for more than 15 years and has worked with world-famous photographers 

including Rankin and Damon Baker and top models Alek Wek and Freya Beha Erichsen. After stints at Marie 

Claire and the Independent, she became fashion director at The Times Magazine and LUXX. She is now 

contributing fashion editor of JFW and contributes to InStyle, Stylist, and Observer Magazine.

A. “My first vintage buy when I was a poor student – a prized grosgrain duster coat.”

-THE AMBASSADORS- 

Introducing our team of creative consultants  
who are on hand to add their expertise to your project.  

As a little extra insight we asked... 

Fashot’s ambassadors

Q. “What was the look that changed your life?”
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When it comes to selling product and increasing brand 
awareness, getting the right image is all-important. 

-FASHOT.COM CREAT IVE- 

Every picture tells a story

Image is everything these days. Your brand needs 

captivating and iconic imagery that will grab 

attention, increase awareness and, ultimately, sell 

your product.

FASHOT.COM has more than 300 dedicated fashion 

photographers, videographers, stylists and producers 

around the globe. We can create stunning imagery 

in a variety of formats. So whether you need  

still-life pack shots for ecommerce or advertising,  

or stunning videos for TV or social media 

campaigns, FASHOT.COM has exactly what  

you’re looking for.

Here are just some of the creative solutions  

that we offer.

LOOK BOOKS 
For instant impact and inspiration, a Look Book can be a highly 

effective way to promote your products and keep potential  

customers in the fashion loop. Whatever your brand message – 

aspirational, fanciful, cutting edge, luxe – the FASHOT.COM team 

can create a visually stunning Look Book, either in the studio or  

on location.

EDITORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
FASHOT.COM can produce high-quality, editorial photography  

that encapsulates the essence of your brand. Our team of experts  

will guide the whole creative process from initial concept to styling 

and production. And with unrivalled contacts at leading 

model agencies, we can even recruit the perfect  

face for your brand.

FASHION FILMS 
FASHOT.COM’s team of videographers and film-makers use  

the latest state-of-the-art cameras and editing techniques  

to put fashion in focus and bring your brand to life. Our 

internationally renowned stylists and fashion directors can  

create high-calibre cinematography that exploits the power  

of the moving image.

ART DIRECTION AND STYLING 
FASHOT.COM knows what works when it comes to ecommerce.  

We have more than 15 years’ experience working with and 

creating branded content for global brands and high-street 

retailers. Our inhouse stylists will take care of everything, from 

shooting striking product or catwalk imagery to creating sparkling 

editorial content that will sell.

WEB TV AND COMMERCIALS 
Whether you need bite-size content for your YouTube channel,  

or require a creatively directed advertising campaign for  

television and web TV, FASHOT.COM has a team of experts  

at your disposal who can engage and inspire your target  

audience.

Brought
to life

FASHOT FILM 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS OF CLOTHES SHOW TV

FASHOT FILM 
PRODUCERS OF CHRISTOPHER SHANNON’S  

COMMERCIAL CAMPAIGN FOR DUNE

From simple product shots to 

image and film assets for an  

end-to-end campaign. 

Contact Lee Friend  
E:   lee@fashot.com 

M: +44 (0)7778 143766
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To meet the fast-moving and ever-evolving 

needs of online retail and ecommerce, 

FASHOT.COM has a global team working 

round the clock to offer a high-volume 

solution for your product photography. With 

more than 15 years’ ecommerce experience, 

we understand the demands and issues 

associated with volume fashion retail to  

help increase sales and save time.

PRODUCT, MODEL  
AND MANNEQUIN SHOTS 
We shoot, retouch and process more than 7,000 images a day 

throughout Europe. Whether you want tailored ecommerce 

fashion photography, pack shots or pictures with traditional or 

‘invisible’ mannequins, our team of in-house photographers 

and stylists can create a variety of high-quality imagery to suit 

your brand and make your products sing.

STYLE GUIDES 

A bespoke visual style guide will keep your visuals  

on brand. Working closely with you, FASHOT.COM 

can create a tailor-made brand photography  

bible that all your teams can use as a valuable 

reference point.

COPYWRITING 

Whatever your copywriting needs – from the  

launch of an online shop to a round-up of key  

looks for the new season – our team of experienced  

wordsmiths can produce customer-focused,  

high-quality editorial in your brand’s unique  

voice. With the ability to write up to 2,000 captions  

a day, we know that high volume and speed is key 

when it comes to ecommerce. POST-PRODUCTION  
Post-production is crucial in the world of digital media.  

We have five post-production centres around the world, 

and tailor-made asset management systems. Our  

world-class studios are staffed by experienced teams  

of photographers, stylists and post-production staff to 

ensure you get fast turnaround and quality controlled 

results every time.

CATWALK AND PRODUCT VIDEO 
A stylish video will enrich your online content and make 

sure it sells. Our catwalk videos and 360-degree video 

rotation – an invaluable feature for displaying a variety 

of products from diamond rings to cars – will bring your 

website to life and enhance the shopping experience for 

your customers.  

Outstanding
imagery

Quality
  &quantity

Online fashion starts with  
outstanding product imagery,  

and outstanding product imagery  
starts with the FASHOT Agency.
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- INTERVIEW:  LEE  FR IEND- 

Pixel perfect 
THE DIGITAL  STRATEGIES  OF STYLE

Lee Friend, Executive Producer at FASHOT.COM  

talks to journalist David Waters about new channel  

click and tricks that are shaping brands and the catwalk.

How important 

do you think good 

photography is to  

give a fashion brand its 

unique look?

The brain processes visuals 60,000 times faster 

than text. Presenting products in high-quality 

images can be the deciding factor between an 

empty basket or a sale.

How have brands developed their use  

of imagery over the past 15 years or so?

In 1999 the first web-only shoe store, Zappos,  

was born. We went from pack shots to 360-degree 

visuals almost overnight. Today film and video is 

key. Seeing the flow and fit of a collection increases 

emotional engagement, dwell times and sales.

5  ESSENTIALS FOR TAKING  
 YOUR BRAND DIGITAL

1 Stay true to your physical store and create  

 the same experience online

2 Be informative and inspirational

3  Make new technologies (mobile/video) work for you

4  Be consistent in your presentation

5 Make purchasing easy to give your customer  

 the confidence to shop online

How important is visual and editorial storytelling 

to a brand’s success – and how does FASHOT.COM 

help brands achieve this?

Today, if your brand hasn’t got a story to tell, it’s extinct. 

We recently worked with Dune to create a new brand story 

for Christopher Shannon’s capsule collection. Campaign 

photography and film as well as look books, product 

shots and ecomms video all work together to touch people 

emotionally. Customers buy into that. 

Is mobile going to be a game changer for fashion 

imagery?

Yes! 59% of the UK access the internet via their 

smartphones or tablets every day. In future people will 

expect personalised text messages with tailored offers  

as standard, when they approach physical stores. 

There is a lot of talk about a personalised shopping 

experience – how personal will that experience be?

With the latest developments in 3D printing, people could 

actually make bespoke products in their own living rooms. 

You don’t get much more personal than that.

Looking forwards to 15 years in the future – 

what sort of things do you think we’ll see in the 

development of digital imagery? 

Brands will have virtual mirrors that let customers select 

what they want to try on. Embedded sensors will help 

retailers serve personalised ads instore. The process 

of choosing clothes will become more sophisticated. 

FASHOT.COM solutions will no doubt develop to match.

“Today, if your brand 
hasn’t got a story to  

tell, it’s extinct.”

FASHOT.COM         INFO@FASHOT.COM         +44 (0)20 7267 0700   

About Lee  
As CEO and founder of the Packshot Group and Executive 

Producer at the FASHOT Agency, Lee is an original digital 

content pioneer, advising, consulting and providing effective 

digital direction since 1997. He was one of the dedicated  

start-up team at Newlook.com, House of Fraser, and more 

recently Germany’s leading e-tailer. Lee is widely regarded as the 

leading content expert in Europe and is now working with venture 

capitalists to maximise their content spend. He has been featured 

in The Sunday Times, Evening Standard and on ITN news, as well 

as numerous trade magazines.
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Clean lines with sporty  
shapes, laid back looks with  

luxe fabrics. Fashion mashups  
shape statement looks  

this Autumn.

-FASHION SHOOT-

Model casting, styling, photography and art direction by FASHOT CREATIVE

Unusual couplings

Boyish 
             chic

In focus  
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Taking an iconic brand into ecommerce is no easy feat.  
FASHOT.COM offered Vivienne Westwood the confidence,  

consistency and creativity to stay true to her brand.

-CASE  STUDY:  V IV IENNE WESTWOOD- 

Tailored e-tail

OUR CHALLENGE 

Right from the start of her career, when she showcased her 

punk-inspired pieces in Malcolm McClaren’s SEX boutique 

at 403 Kings Road, making an impact has never been  

an issue for Dame Vivienne Westwood. 

In her four London shops and increasing number of stores 

around the world, shoppers know as soon as they step 

through the door they’ll be surprised, challenged and 

inspired by her new collections.

As a growing base of global fans looked to purchase and 

browse new looks 24/7, Vivienne Westwood moved from 

bricks to clicks to take her brand online.  

Six years of experience doing product and model shots for 

Westwood, meant FASHOT.COM had creative and stylists 

with brand knowledge on-hand to create a visual tone and 

style for Westwood’s ecommerce site.

OUR SOLUTIONS 

Working alongside the Westwood team, FASHOT.COM 

created a visual style guide that captured the brands values  

of quality, fun, ethics and craftsmanship.

We worked hard to create model looks and managed 

castings for the shoots. We introduced product and invisible 

mannequin shots to bring products to life through a range 

of photographic formats.

THE RESULTS 

From its launch, Vivienne Westwood’s ecommerce site has 

been a showcase for its brand values and a commercial 

success, growing year on year. 

 FASHOT AGENCY 
+  VIVIENNE WESTWOOD
1 Visual style guide 
 

2 Online tone of voice 
 

3 Model looks and casting 
 

4 Product shots 
 

5 Invisible mannequin shots 

LOOKING TO MOVE 
FROM BRICKS TO CLICKS?

FASHOT.COM has more than 300 

talented stylists, photographers and 

film makers who can help shape 

your online creative and ecommerce 

strategy. 

Contact Lee Friend  
E:   lee@fashot.com 

M: +44 (0)7778 143766

Let 
it

rock
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CROP TOPS

In the 1990s Britney Spears and our very own Spicegirls 

worked the schoolgirl look with cropped tops and knotted 

shirts. Britney took the look so mainstream that schools 

had to ban them from being worn as uniform.

In 2014 crops tops have a classier edge, with the help  

of a pencil skirt or high-waisted shorts or trouser.

1999 vs 2014
In honour of our 15th anniversary in ecommerce,  

we celebrate five trends from the 1990s that have been  
refreshed and revisited on catwalks in 2014.

WORKWEAR

Off the shoulder and the baggier the 

better: that was the way to wear overalls 

in the 1990s.

Fast forward to 2014 and to work that 

workwear opt for tighter fit or cut off overalls. 

Team with a crop top for an extra edgy look.

SLIP DRESSES

These were the epitome of evening wear chic in 

the 1990s, despite occasions when it looked 

like you were wearing your best nightie.

Modern patterns, different lengths and 

elegant accessorising have seen slip 

dresses re-emerge in 2014, this time 

with a sassy edge.

JELLY SHOES

Utra-bright, affordable and ready for anything.  

Jelly shoes of the 1990s had T-straps and rounded toes. 

Their nostalgic styles have re-emerged Christian 

Louboutin’s Spring 2014 collection. Gracing the feet  

of stylish celebs like The Saturdays – the brighter, bolder 

and more plastic the Jellies, the better. 

-FASHOT.COM CELEBRAT ING 15 YEARS  IN ECOMMMERCE- 
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PLAITS

During the 1990s there were only two 

ways to wear braids – the classic French 

plait, or schoolgirl pigtails paired with a  

bare midriff.

2014 Plaits this time around are all grown-

up. Think romantic halo braids with a nod to 

Frida Kahlo, and soft, feminine twists embellished 

with flowers, as seen at Dolce & Gabbana.  

THEN THEN

NOW NOW

NOW

THEN

THEN

THEN

NOW

NOW
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We asked those in the know what you’ll be wearing, who  
you’ll be casting and where you’ll be socialising next year.

-  TRENDS - 

The ones to watch in 2015 

LOTTIE MOSS & JESTER WHITE 
THE MODELS, PICKED BY OUR AMBASSADORS  
CATHY KASTERINE AND TOM MEREDITH.
Kate Moss’s younger sister could be the new face for 2015. She is 

cute and on the brink of stepping into the limelight. As for the boys, 

freckled Brit model Jester White’s star is on the rise.

THE BROKEN ARM, PARIS 
THE PLACE TO BE SEEN, PICKED BY OUR AMBASSADOR  
TOM MEREDITH.
A cool café/curated fashion space in the newly hip north Marais, Paris.

THE PALOMA
THE COCKTAIL, PICKED BY AMY WISLOCKI, 
MANAGING EDITOR, DECANTER.
Forget Tequila, it’s Mezcal that’s starting to make 

waves in the underground cocktail scene, adding  

a smoky swagger to whatever, and whoever,  

it comes into contact with. Try a Paloma, typically 

made with lime and grapefruit soda.

PASTEL BOB & OLD-FASHIONED BARBERING 
THE HAIRSTYLES, PICKED BY SARAH HURST, OWNER  
AND CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF REDHED, LONDON.
For women, long hair is out. Simple, shorter, one-length cuts will be  

in. And bobs will be big in 2015. When it comes to colour, look to  

the SS15 catwalk shows for inspiration. We’re looking at you, Louis 

Vuitton. ‘Colour is going a bit madder and we’re going to see more 

individuality,’ says Sarah. 

‘Pastels will be big, as 

will unusual colours 

such as green, blue and 

turquoise.’

Men’s hair exudes a 

nonchalantly groomed 

aesthetic for 2015. Think 

surfer dude meets preppy 

Hoxtonite. 

Old-fashioned barbering 

is showing no sign of 

going out of favour. It’s 

all about short hair and 

polished styles.
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ALEXIS BARRELL 
THE DESIGNER, PICKED BY BETH WOND, CEO, MADE BY SILK.
Alexis Barrell’s love for travel is a central element to her work. She presents 

each collection as a journey, where all colours, prints and forms are 

explorations of the culture of each destination. Her SS15 collection ‘Villa 

Lena’, named after a residency in Tuscany, is all about free thinking and 

getting back to a childish sense of joy in colour.     

        See some of Alexis’s clothes on pages 14-17.

HOT DATES
July
 FASHOT FILM CLUB 
An exclusive screening in a central London  

hotel cinema room hosted by Lee Friend and  

our ambassadors.

August 

 FASHOT INDUSTRY TALKS 
FASHOT.COM presents an exclusive discussion 

on the topical subject of ecommerce assets and 

creating content for bloggers. 

 FASHOT’S AFLOAT 
The luxury sailing yacht, Ocean Leopard, harboured 

in Portsmouth and chartered by FASHOT.COM, hosts 

our guests for sailing and lunch on dates in August.

September
 FASHOT INDUSTRY TALKS 
FASHOT.COM co-hosts a discussion with Leon 

Bailey-Green for directors of ecommerce. And  

for those interested in digital development there’s 

an interview and round table discussion with  

leading industry figures in the field.

October 
 FASHOT FILM CLUB 
An exclusive screening in a central London hotel 

cinema room hosted by Lee Friend along with our 

ambassadors.

 FASHOT INDUSTRY TALKS 
FASHOT.COM presents an exclusive discussion  

with an industry leader, hosted in a central  

London venue.

 

For further information, to reserve a space  

at any of these special events, or find out what 

we’re up to next, please get in touch with... 

Eve Dain  
E:   edain@fashot.com 

M: +44 (0)7833 448293

Set  
   sail
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 FASHOT AGENCY 
+  YOUR BRAND

LONDON | BIRMINGHAM | AMSTERDAM | DUSSLEDORF | BERLIN
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